People often create obfuscated language for online communication to avoid Internet censorship, share sensitive information, express strong sentiment or emotion, plan for secret actions, trade illegal products, or simply hold interesting conversations. In this position paper we systematically categorize human-created obfuscated language on various levels, investigate their basic mechanisms, give an overview on automated techniques needed to simulate human encoding. These encoders have potential to frustrate and evade, co-evolve with dynamic human or automated decoders, and produce interesting and adoptable code words. We also summarize remaining challenges for future research on the interaction between Natural Language Processing (NLP) and encryption, and leveraging NLP techniques for encoding and decoding.
Introduction
According to a recent study by Freedom on the Net 1 , 67% of netizens live in countries where criticism of the government, military, or ruling family is subject to censorship. For example, censorship on Chinese social media is intensive (Chen et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2013; King et al., 2014; Hiruncharoenvate et al., 2015) . Users must register with their real identities (name, social security number, address, phone number and email). Social media platforms temporarily shut down commenting functions or remove user accounts. One part of the censorship is conducted via maintaining and updating a list of blacklisted keywords 2 to block certain known code words. This aggressive censorship mechanism also produces false alarms and filters regular posts. For example, on July 22, 2012, a heavy rainstorm in Beijing killed 77 people partially due to the slow response from the government. General terms such as 事故 (accident) were added into the blacklisted word lists, and thus all posts about any accidents were removed. As another example, on April 20, 2018, a popular humorous video app Neihan Duanzi with more than 100 million users was permanently shut down. Angered by the closure, many protests organized online as flash-mobs, using secret signals to allow Duanzi friends to recognize each other: a car-horn beeped in a specific longshort-short rhythm Di...di di, a double-flash of the headlights, and a coded song sung at the same time across the country by replacing 孤立墙 (isolated wall) with 柏林墙 (Berlin wall), 艳阳雪 (sunshine and snow) with 六月雪 (snow fell in June, an idiom that indicates injustice).
In this paper we overview how humans and machines encode intent into appropriate, interesting, and adoptable language to enable netizens to evade censorship and freely communicate with general netizens. These techniques attack a fundamentally challenging problem in automatically understanding fastevolving social media language, especially for netizens without culture-specific knowledge. Coded words have made human language evolve faster than ever, on a daily basis, due to the tension between encoding and decoding objectives. This opens an unexplored area of coded language processing.
Human Encoding

Categories of Coded Language
Netizens create and use obfuscated language for a variety of purposes.
Discussing sensitive information and evading censorship. Code words widely exist in Chinese social media Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015) . Bamman et al. (2012) automatically discover politically sensitive terms from Chinese tweets based on message deletion analysis. When Chinese netizens talk about the former politician 周永康 (Zhou Yongkang), they use a coded word 康师傅 (Master Kang), a brand of instant noodles whose Chinese spellings share one character 康 (kang). The Enron emails 3 also include many code words, such as dinosaur referring to an illegal stock.
Masking illegal activity. In the dark web for human trafficking, arms dealing, and drug dealing, research chemical or RC is euphemistically used to discuss psychoactive chemicals that are not yet scheduled as narcotics. ice and skiing refer to Cocaine. Phone numbers are often obfuscated (e.g. 7o2 7two7 7four87, four-oh-eight 9OO-one) (Szekely et al., 2015) .
Terror plots. Plain slang in a particular domain, community, youth language, or cutesy language: In sports gambling, getting down means placing a bet. Japanese cartoon and game fans create many domainspecific code words: e.g., 電波 (Radio wave) refers to weird but charming characters who mind-control others by doing unexpected things. In teens' secret language, acronyms are widely used: ABFL means a big fat lady, and POTS means parents over the shoulder. Some code words are not used to conceal, but rather as trendy jargon, e.g., ELI5 means Explain Like I'm 5.
Expressing strong emotion and sentiment, or making fun: Sometimes netizens encode fun and creative language to express sarcasm, irony statement, positive/negative sentiment, strong emotion, or vivid descriptions of entities and events. 剁手党 (hand-chopping party) refers to a group of people who are addicted to online shopping. The majority regret their shopping sprees and vow in vain to chop off their hands should they spend their money so easily again.
Challenges for Decoding
These kinds of coded language present challenges for censorship:
Synonymy and Polysemy. Mature information extraction techniques can extract and resolve entities and events from text. However, coded language defeats most contextual features used by these techniques. Less-mature metaphor detection (Wang et al., 2006; Tsvetkov, 2013; Heintz et al., 2013) techniques also have trouble with abstract coded language. Word-sense disambiguation techniques (Yarowsky, 1995; Mihalcea, 2007; Navigli, 2009 ) deal in sense inventories that are fairly static over time, whereas code language evolves rapidly.
Large number of candidates. Coded language effectively hides in plain sight because anything can be a candidate to the decoder. It is challenging to discover code words from social media text because less than 3% unique terms are code words (Zhang et al., 2015) . Moreover, common words and phrases are often used as code words to avoid censorship. For example, 姐夫 (jie fu) can be used to refer to both its literal meaning brother-in-law or the Russian politician Medvedev whose name's Chinese transliteration ends with syllables that have similar pronunciations as jie fu. Likewise it is difficult to resolve to real targets after they are identified. Entity Linking techniques such as resolve entity ambiguity by linking mentions to an external knowledge base (KB), while there is no existing KB that covers a wide range of target entities, implicit concepts and events referred by code words.
Lack of labeled data. No sufficient mention-level code annotations exist for training an end-to-end encoder or decoder. Manual code annotations require native speakers who have cultural background (Zhang et al., 2014) , so novel approaches are needed to save annotation cost.
Lack of background knowledge for the target concepts and stories. 薄熙来 (Bo Xilai) , a former Chinese politician, was found guilty of corruption, stripped of all his assets, and sentenced to life imprisonment. In Chinese social media Bo is coded as 平西王 (Conquer West King) who was a historical figure four hundreds years ago who governed the same region as Bo and also suffered from a downfall and an arrest at the end of his career. 真红女王 (Truly Red Queen) is a main character in Rozen Maiden, a Japanese manga series. It is used as a code name for 江青 (Jiang Qing), a major political figure during the Cultural Revolution by Chinese Communist Party; because the color red is associated with communism, and she was the fourth wife of Mao Zedong, the first Chairman of China (queen). Zhang et al. (2014) did a preliminary study on categorizing methods to create code words that refer to entities. The surface forms of human created code words usually appear quite different from their target names. 26% of human encoded entity mentions are based on the entity's reputation and public perception, and 21% of them are based on modeling the entity's characteristics. According to , in 1,500 randomly sampled tweets that include 10,098 unique terms, there are 1,342 coded mentions that refer to 250 unique entities. Some frequent code word examples from Reddit 8 and Sina Weibo 9 , a China-based microblogging platform, are presented in Many human-created code words are based on domain mapping, done in a consistent and memorable way. Table 3 and Table 4 present some examples. From these examples we can see that the most popular code domains are food, celebrity, animal, and cartoon. These code words tend to be innocent, cute, vivid, impressive, and easy to remember. The incongruity theory (Mulder and Nijholt, 2002) states that humor is perceived at the moment of realization of incongruity between a concept involved in a certain situation and the real objects thought to be in some relation to the concept. Code words created by domain mapping naturally match this theory because of the domain shifts between code words and the contexts. For example, kiwi is the most popular code word referring to Chris Evans, due to his bearded face. So a post like "kiwi took off his shoes!" is funnier than "Chris took off his shoes!". Many code words are created based on archetypes, i.e., innate, universal prototypes. When such prototypes can be observed among celebrities, their names will be directly used as code words. For example, 楚霸王 (Xiangyu, king of western Chu) is often used to refer to brave people. When no proper names could be easily found to represent a prototype, a new code name will be created. For example, 朝阳群众 (The people of Chaoyang district) refers to anonymous volunteer security patrols in Beijing. They began to gain fame on social media after being credited by police as leading to the arrests of several celebrities involved in drug-related crimes.
Entity Encoding
When using the domain-mapping strategy, code words in the same thread tend to be consistently derived from the same domain, and thus they are topically coherent. For instance, in a thread when ice is used to refer to methylamphetamine, then ice or snow related code words will be used for other drugs (e.g., Lady Snow for cocaine) and actions (ice cream habit for occasional use of drugs). In contrast, when juice is used to refer to drugs, then Pepsi habit will be used instead. Similarly when animals are used to refer to drugs, then chicken scratching and henpicking are used to describe a crack addict searching on their hands and knees for drugs; and bulls instead of the more common Big John will be used to refer to the police.
Story Encoding
Obfuscated language is also used to encode an entire paragraph, especially for planning certain activities. For example, North Korean people changed the well-known rhythm song "Three Bears" to include satirical references to the Kim family dynasty:
• • Modified version: Three bears in a house, pocketing everything; grandpa bear, papa bear and baby bear. Grandpa Bear is fat, Papa Bear is fat, too, and Baby Bear is a doofus. Chinese netizens sometimes need to encode a whole story in order to express politically-sensitive ideas. For example, a thread about the arrest of Bo Xilai was initiated by a coded post and then replied to by another post using code words from the same food domain (nine contestants refer to the nine members of the CCP Standing Committee):
• 
Cipher for Encoding
Traditional text encryption techniques focus on alphabetic substitution or transposition based on lexical level (Franceschini and Mukherjee, 1996; Venkateswaran and Sundaram, 2010) , synonyms (Chang and Clark, 2014) or image-adaptive public watermarking (Sun et al., 2008) . Cipher systems can also be potentially developed and mutated to encode messages, including compare sophisticated ciphers such as historical ones (Knight et al., 2011) and simple mutations such as Leet 10 and Martian script 11 . Further strategies need to be developed to make them easy and fun for target human comprehension and widespread adoption, and difficult for automatic decoding. Knight and Hatzivassiloglou (1995) and Langkilde and Knight (1998) lay the foundation for statistical natural language generation, and they recently apply these techniques to the generation of creative language:
Natural Language Generation for Encoding
(1) Portmanteau neologism creation. They fuse existing English words to create novel ones (Deri and Knight, 2015) . The aim is to create an amusing new form that is understandable by a reader, e.g., frenemy for an entity that is both friend and enemy. Doing this well requires fusion at the phonetic level followed by an appropriate choice of spelling. Machines cannot yet process such created neologisms. This portmanteau generation approach (Deri and Knight, 2015) can be used to encode other types of neologisms in both English and Chinese. We observe the words embedded are usually semantically and phonetically compatible, such as "frenemy (friend + enemy)". They are also terse, representative, expressive, interesting and easy to remember. For example, the following short phrases are created to refer to good men and bad men respectively: "暖男 (warm + man)" and "渣男 (dirt + man)".
(2) Dynamic phrasebooks. Tourists frequently carry phonetic phrasebooks that allow them to say things in a language they do not know. In (Shi et al., 2014) , we developed a system that accepts text entered by a user (e.g., Chinese), translates the text (e.g., into English), then converts the translation into a phonetic spelling in the user's own orthography (e.g., Chinese). This system let users say anything they want, even if it is not in any phrasebook, using their own voice. For example, if a Chinese visitor to the United States wants to say 早上好 (meaning Good morning), they enter this phrase, and the system tells them to instead say 古德莫宁 (pronounced gu-de-mo-ning) . This user is not required to know any English, but can still be understood by monolingual English speakers. This technique can be applied for encoding with the following two improvements: (1) replace human translation with machine translation (MT) to make the results more challenging to decode because it is difficult to recover from MT errors, and (2) polish the output by using common words or phrases in the user's own orthography, so the coded messages are more easily remembered and adopted. An encoded message is as follows.
• Chinese: 明天下午三点到鼓楼大街集合。 • English translation: Let's gather at the Bell Tower Street at 3pm tomorrow.
• Pronounce English in Chinese phonetic system (pinyin): Laici galete ate de beier taoer sijute aite teli piaimu temoluo.
• Code by spelling out pinyin: 来此盖乐特爱特得贝尔套儿思聚特爱特特例皮埃姆特摩罗。 (3) Poetry passwords. (Greene et al., 2010) build the first statistical machine translation system to translate poetry. They subsequently apply poetry generation techniques to the problem of password security (Ghazvininejad and Knight, 2015) . In this work, the machine first assigns a random 60-bit password to a user. Because the user cannot remember a random sequence of 0's and 1's, the machine converts the bit sequence into a more memorable iambic tetrameter couplet (e.g., The legendary Japanese // subsidiaries overseas). The mapping between bit sequences and poems is reversible, so the security of the randomly-assigned password is maintained. Brennan et al. (2012) propose three methods to create adversarial passages: obfuscation, imitation, and translation. They find manual circumvention methods work very well, while automated translation methods are not effective. Potash et al. (2015) develop a GhostWriter system that can take a given artist's rap lyrics and generate similar yet unique lyrics. Other recent work detects word obfuscation in adversarial communication (Roussinov et al., 2007; Fong et al., 2008; Jabbari et al., 2008; Deshmukh et al., 2014; Agarwal and Sureka, 2015) using existing commonsense KBs such as ConceptNet (Agarwal and Sureka, 2015) . , Zhang et al. (2014) and Zhang et al. (2015) study a problem of encoding and decoding entity morph, which is a special case of coded name alias to hide the original entities for expressing strong sentiment or evading censorship in Chinese social media. They propose a variety of novel approaches to automatically encode proper and interesting morphs (Zhang et al., 2014) , including Phonetic Substitution, Spelling Decomposition, Nickname Generation, Translation and Transliteration and Historical Figure Mapping, which can effectively pass decoding tests. They also develop an effective morph decoder, which can automatically identify and resolve entity morphs to their real targets Zhang et al., 2015) and released manually annotated data sets for encoding 12 and decoding 13 experiments. They capture implicit attributes of entities using word embeddings. For example, they automatically encode 姚 明 (Yao Ming) as 姚奇才 (Yao Wizard). However, this simple approach based on general distributional semantics only receives 52% overall human satisfaction rate, which is significantly lower than that of human encoding methods (77%). They found that human methods are much better than automatic methods 
Entity Encoding and Decoding
Remaining Problems
Many interesting challenges remain to be explored for effective creative language encoding.
Prisoners Problem: The first basic goal is to make sure the target human receiver (e.g., Bob in Figure 1 ) can successfully receive and decode the code words from the sender (Alice) by passing the censor (Willie). Creative language is used to communicate confidential information without encryption. Shannon's maxim "the enemy knows the system" does not always hold. There is usually no chance for the sender and the potential recipient to agree on a common code-book or secret key in advance. A smart encoder should go far beyond surface changes on spellings or pronunciations. It must be on-topic, containing clues for a human receiver to understand without specialized background knowledge.
Representative: Code words should be unique, expressive, discriminative, vivid to indicate what the target is well-known for, and easy to remember. For example, Kimchi Country is a good code name for South Korea. Terror code words often use the names of fruits and vegetables for weapons of similar shapes. ranked the attributes in a typical human created knowledge base based on how well each attribute can distinguish entities. The top ranked ones include a person's social security number or an organization's website. However, such attributes will be easily caught by an automatic decoder. The good attributes do not necessarily appear very frequently either. They must be up-to-date for a certain burst event, topic, life snapshot, domain, or reputation during a certain time period.
Adoptable: Zhang et al. (2015) shows human created code words are considered as funnier (76% satisfaction rate) than machine created ones (46% satisfaction rate), which make them more impressive and adoptable for future use. For example, the character 牙 (tooth) in the code word for "Luis Suarez" in Table 2 is funny because it indicates his unusual habit of biting. The ultimate goal of encoding is to disseminate code words widely so they can become part of the new Internet language. Zhang et al. (2014) showed that popular code words tend to include unusual combinations of characters or words, negative sentiment and sarcasm, and they are usually simple, cute and easy to remember. However, a deeper and more comprehensive categorization and analysis on human created code words is required to formally extract their representative criteria for automated encoders to follow.
Time-sensitivity: Figure 2 shows the code frequency change for targets Bo Xilai at Sina Weibo. We can see the drops in the frequency of code words around sensitive dates (June 4, the anniversary of Tiananmen Square protests of 1989 14 , etc). The censorship system is highly flexible. Certain code words may be blocked during politically-sensitive periods of the year, while others may be blacklisted for just a short time due to some contemporary relevant issue. Therefore, code words need to rapidly co-evolve with machine or human decoder over time, as some code words are discovered and blocked by censorship and newly created code words emerge. To fully automate human encoding approaches, a never-ending Personalization: Most of the measures above are user-subjective. An ideal encoder should act as a friend instead of a servant or a co-worker. It should be a user-oriented, real-time, interactive encoding framework customized for both the sender and the receiver. The encoder should also incorporate the target reader's cultural background and psychological traits (gender, origin, education, moral value, power, belief, religion, social norm, current interests, culture, sense of humor, work intensity, etc), as recognized by user profile, social network information, target log history, previous posts, location, and time, into the encoder's short-term memory.
Multi-lingual: As we see from examples in English and Chinese, different encoding strategies can be developed for different writing systems. Another interesting research problems is to extend encoding methods to a wide range of languages which represent different writing systems and cover a large proportion of the world's population, including Latin, Cyrillic, Arabic, Devanagari, and Hangul scripts, as well as other languages in countries and regions with Internet censorship such as Arabic, Burmese, Farsi, Russian, Turkish, Uyghur, Urdu, and Vietnamese.
Conclusions
We summarized the current status and remaining challenges for a new and important research area of creative language encoding under censorship. Such encoding tools, if successful, will also be able to fast co-evolve over time with the semi-automatic censorship system' own evolutionary processes and ultimately defeat it. In the meanwhile it will bring new challenges and opportunities for adapting downstream natural language processing techniques to understand coded languages.
